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Abstract
This paper addresses the problem of predicting contrastive accent in spoken
language generation The common strategy of accenting new and deaccent
ing old information is not sucient to achieve correct accentuation genera
tion of contrastive accent is required as well I will discuss a few approaches
to the prediction of contrastive accent and propose a practical solution which
avoids the problems these approaches are faced with These issues are dis
cussed in the context of GoalGetter a datatospeech system which generates
spoken reports of football matches on the basis of tabular information
Introduction
In language generation systems which produce spoken output it is important to
produce a natural sounding accentuation pattern for each generated sentence Un
natural sounding speech output is unpleasant to listen to and may be dicult to
understand However the accentuation pattern should not only be natural sound
ing but it should also be appropriate with respect to the meaning of the sentence
In spoken language accent placement has a major inuence on interpretation
Sentences having the same surface structure but a dierent accentuation pattern
may express very dierent meanings A wellknown example is the sentence Mary
only introduced Bill to Sue Rooth 	

 which can have among others the
following two accentuation patterns accented words are given in italics
 

	 a Mary only introduced Bill to Sue
b Mary only introduced Bill to Sue
The accentuation patterns presented above each give rise to a dierent inter
pretation of the sentence The accentuation pattern in 	a indicates that Mary
introduced only one person to Sue and that person was Bill whereas 	b conveys
that Mary introduced Bill to only one person and that was Sue
 
This research was carried out at IPO Center for Research on UserSystem Interaction within
the framework of the Priority Programme Language and Speech Technology TST The TST
programme is sponsored by NWO the Netherlands Organization for Scientic Research
 
For the sake of clarity in this and the following examples only relevant words are marked
for accentuation eg in 	a
b it is irrelevant whether Mary is accented or not and therefore no
accentuation is indicated for this word
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When automatically generating spoken output it is essential that the accentu
ation pattern assigned to each sentence is in accordance with the intended meaning
If the example sentence Mary only introduced Bill to Sue should be interpreted as
  xintroducemaryxsue  introducemarybillsue for instance serving
as an answer to the question Who did Mary introduce to Sue pronouncing it as in
	b would be inappropriate and cause the hearer to be confused The hearer would
be faced with conicting information the context of the utterance  the preceding
question would suggest the interpretation given above whereas the accentuation
pattern would give rise to the interpretation   xintroducemarybillx  in
troducemarybillsue
It will be clear that ideally a spoken language generation system should al
ways assign a correct accentuation pattern to the sentences it generates In many
cases more than one accentuation pattern can be said to be correct ie be in
accordance with the intended meaning What counts as a correct accentuation
pattern depends on many factors including the syntactic and semantic features of
the output sentence and its relation to the discourse context In this paper I will
concentrate on contrast as an important discourse semantic factor that must be
taken into account for the generation of correct accentuation patterns I will pro
pose a way of detecting the presence of contrastive information and using this as a
basis for the assignment of pitch accent This will be done within the framework of
the GoalGetter system a datatospeech system

which generates football reports
from tabular data
This paper is structured as follows After a short introduction to GoalGet
ter I will explain the systems original accentuation strategy and explain why this
strategy sometimes produced incorrect accentuation patterns section 	 Since I
argue that this could be improved by adding contrastive accent I will then discuss
some existing approaches to contrast and show that these approaches are not at
tractive as a basis for implementation section  After that I discuss a practical
method for the prediction of contrastive accent which has by now been implemen
ted in GoalGetter and could be implemented in other datatospeech systems as
well section  In section  I discuss some future work Finally some conclusions
are presented
 Accentuation in GoalGetter
Since GoalGetter is described in Klabbers 	

 this volume I will only give a
very short overview of the system For further details I refer to Klabbers et al
	

 Klabbers et al 	

 and Theune et al 	


The GoalGetter system produces football reports in the form of a spoken mono
logue in Dutch These reports are automatically generated on the basis of Teletext
pages which contain tabular information on football matches played in the Dutch
First Division The system has two main modules a language generation module
LGM and a speech generation module SGM The LGM uses the football data
from the input Teletext page to generate a written football report which is an

Such systems are sometimes called concepttospeech systems
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notated with prosodic markers including accentuation markers This annotated
text is input to the SGM which turns it into a speech signal Since the assign
ment of accentuation markers is done in the LGM I will give a brief description
of this module only restricting the description to those aspects which are relevant
for accentuation
The input for the LGM is a table containing data on a particular football
match which are automatically derived from the information on a Teletext page
This table is converted into an internal data structure which has the form of a
record with elds as shown partially in Figure 	
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Figure 	 Data structure containing match data
The elds of this record can be expressed by one or more syntactic templates
which are syntactic tree structures containing slots for variable expressions The
lling of the slots depends mainly on conditions on the Discourse Model which
contains information about which linguistic expressions have been used in the pre
ceding text and what they referred to Rules formulated in terms of this Discourse
Model make it possible to use various referential expressions proper names pro
nouns denite descriptions etc appropriately When a new sentence has been
generated the Discourse Model is updated accordingly
The accentuation pattern of each generated sentence is determined on the basis
of its syntactic structure and its relation to the preceding text The accentuation
algorithm is based on a version of FocusAccent Theory Dirksen 	

 Dirksen
and Quene 	

 and works as follows First the system determines which parts
of the generated sentence are out of focus and should therefore not be accented
This is done on the basis of information in the Discourse Model Then partly
languagespecic accentuation rules determine the distribution of accents taking
both the syntactic structure of the sentence and the focus information into account
Information about these syntaxbased rules can be found in Theune et al 	


Here I will only discuss the semantic factors which are currently used to determine
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which phrases are out of focus
In GoalGetter a word or phrase will be regarded as being out of focus and
therefore not to be accented for two reasons if it is unaccentable or if it conveys
given information To determine if a word is unaccentable the system simply
checks if it belongs to a predened list of words which normally do not receive an
accent eg certain function words The second case is more interesting As was
observed by Halliday 	
 Chafe 	
 Brown 	
 and others accent can
function as a marker of information status phrases expressing new information
are normally accented while phrases expressing given or old information are
not
In order to exploit this relationship between accent and information status the
GoalGetter system uses rules to determine whether a certain phrase expresses given
information These rules are based on the theory proposed by van Deemter 	


who distinguishes two kinds of givenness objectgivenness and conceptgivenness
A phrase is regarded as objectgiven if it refers to a discourse entity that has been
referred to earlier in its local discourse domain which in the present implementation
consists of all preceding sentences in the same paragraph Whether this situation
holds can be checked in the Discourse Model The following fragment can serve as
an illustration

 a In the fth minute Kluivert scored a goal for Ajax
b Ten minutes later the forward had his second goal noted
In this example the phrases the forward and his in b will be regarded as
objectgiven and therefore deaccented because they refer to an entity Kluivert
which was referred to earlier in the same paragraph ie in the preceding sentence
Note that the example shows that objectgivenness does not depend on the surface
form of the referring expression but only on its referent
The second kind of givenness conceptgivenness occurs if the root of a word has
the same denotation as the root of a preceding word in the local discourse domain
or if the concept expressed by the second word subsumes the concept expressed by
the rst word Sentence b contains two instances of the rst case the words
minutes and goal are regarded as conceptgiven due to the presence in the preceding
sentence of the words minute and goal respectively
Although the strategy of deaccenting given information usually produces correct
accentuation patterns in some cases too many words are deaccented Using only
the givennew distinction as a basis for accentuation may lead to accentuation
patterns like the following
 a After three minutes Feyenoord took the lead through a goal by Koeman
b In the sixth minute Kluivert kicked a penalty home for Ajax
c Ten minutes later Larsson scored for Feyenoord
These three sentences were all generated as part of the same paragraph In
c the word Feyenoord is deaccented due to givenness because of the previous

Originally this and the following examples of generated sequences are in Dutch Since English
and Dutch behave in a similar fashion with respect to accentuation I only show the English
translations of the original sentences
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mention of Feyenoord in a This wrongly creates the impression that Kluivert
scored for Feyenoord just like Larsson We see that the generated accentuation
pattern does not t together with the meaning of the sentence To remedy this
Feyenoord should receive contrastive accent indicating its contrast to Ajax in b
Examples like  illustrate what was already suggested by Chafe 	
 and
 more recently  by Hirschberg 	

 van Deemter 	

 and Prevost 	


namely that the givennew distinction is not sucient to make predictions about
accent it is also necessary to distinguish contrastive accent In order to generate
the correct accentuation patterns for sentences like c the accentuation rules of
GoalGetter should therefore be augmented with an algorithm for the assignment
of contrastive accent This means that the system must be able to recognize con
trastive information which is not a trivial problem Before I describe the practical
solution I implemented in GoalGetter I will rst discuss some theories on the
prediction of contrastive accent
 Approaches to contrastive accent
In this section I will give a short and informal overview of three dierent approaches
to the prediction of contrast and point out their disadvantages The discussion will
be restricted to examples involving two subsequent sentences The three approaches
to contrast that I will discuss were proposed by Prevost 	

 van Deemter 	


and Pulman 	

 They make use of alternative sets parallelism and contrariety
and higher order unication respectively
The theory of contrast proposed by Prevost 	

 was inspired by the alternat
ive semantics of Rooth 	



In Prevosts approach an item receives contrastive
accent if it cooccurs with another item that belongs to its set of alternatives ie
a set of dierent items of the same type Prevost actually implemented his the
ory in a small generator which can produce the responses in discourses like the
following
 Q I know the American amplier produces muddy treble
but what kind of treble does the British amplier produce
A The British amplier produces clean treble
In the example the two ampliers are in each others alternative sets and so
are the two kinds of treble Because of the presence in the question of American
and muddy in the answer contrastive accent is assigned to British and clean
There are two main problems with this approach First as Prevost himself
notes it is dicult to dene exactly which items count as being of the same type
If the denition is too strict not all cases of contrast will be accounted for On
the other hand if it is too broad then anything will be predicted to contrast with
anything Prevost gives the following problematic example
 While he intently watched the clock she watched the game

Although Rooth deals with contrastive accent as well I will not discuss his theory because it
is purely aimed at the interpretation of focus including contrastive accent not its prediction
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This is a clear case of contrast but it does not seem appropriate to regard clock
and game as alternatives of each other since they do not obviously share the same
type Allowing them to count as alternatives would mean an unwanted broadening
of the notion of alternative set
A second problem is that there are cases where there is a clear cooccurrence
of items of the same type but no contrast as in the following example from the
football domain
 a After three minutes Feyenoord took the lead through a goal by Koeman
b This caused Ajax to fall behind
c Ten minutes later Larsson scored for Feyenoord
Prevosts theory would predict Feyenoord in c to have a contrastive accent
because the two teams Ajax and Feyenoord are obviously in each others alternative
set In fact though Feyenoord should be normally deaccented due to givenness
This shows that the presence of an alternative item does not always trigger con
trastive accent
In the approach proposed by van Deemter 	

 contrast is accounted for
in terms of parallelism and contrariety The cases of contrast discussed above
can be easily explained through a notion of parallelism which is closely linked to
syntax see for instance the proposal in Prust 	

 Both  and  show
a clear parallelism between the succeeding sentences or clauses while the absence
of contrastive accent on Feyenoord in c can be explained through a lack of
parallelism between b and c
Still there are many examples of contrast which seem to lack parallelism Van
Deemter uses the notion of contrariety to account for these cases Informally
dened two sentences or clauses are contrary to each other if they cannot be
true at the same time If two sentences contain two items which are contrastible
and whose substitution by the same constant will cause the sentences to be contrary
to each other then these sentences are said to stand in a contrast relationship and
the contrastible items will receive contrastive accent Inequality of denotations is
the only condition determining whether two items are contrastible
Van Deemter gives  as an example If we assume that being an organ mech
anic implies knowing much about organs as stated in the meaning postulate 
then replacing Mozart by Bach will result in a contrariety This correctly predicts
a contrastive accent on Bach and Mozart
 Bach was an organ mechanic Mozart knew little about organs
Bach was an organ mechanic Bach knew little about organs
 xorgan mechanicx  know much about organsx
According to van Deemter contrastive accent will also fall on those items which
after replacing them by the same constant cause two sentences to be logically
equivalent as shown in 


 Seven is a prime number and so is thirteen
Seven is a prime number and so is seven
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Apart from the fact that it is not immediately clear how this approach could
be implemented in a generation system  checking for contrarieties would certainly
require an impossible amount of world knowledge  there is a more important prob
lem with this theory Van Deemters condition for contrastible items is extremely
permissive allowing him to avoid the problems which Prevost encounters with ex
amples like 

However this liberal notion of contrastibility forces van Deemter
to use a severe restriction on what counts as contrast contrarieties or equival
ences which are reached through more than one substitution do not qualify for
contrastive stress because otherwise far too many cases of contrastive stress would
be predicted Any pair of sentences of the form NP
 
VP
 
 NP

Negation VP

 or
NP
 
VP
 
 NP

VP

 would then always count as contrastive since substitution
by the same constant of the NPs and of the VPs at the same time would lead to
a contrariety or equivalence
However many examples of contrastive accentuation can only be explained if
at least two pairs of items are substituted because substitution of only one pair
does not lead to a contrariety or equivalence These cases cannot be accounted for
by the theory An example from the football domain is 	 where an equivalence
cf 		 can only be reached if the pairs Koeman  Kluivert and fth  twelfth are
substituted by a constant
	 In the fth minute the referee handed Koeman a yellow card Kluivert
received a yellow card in the twelfth minute
In the fth minute the referee handed Koeman a yellow card Koeman
received a yellow card in the fth minute
		 xreferee hand card tox  receive cardx
The examples  and 	 can both be explained by Prevosts alternative set
theory
Another approach to the generation of contrastive accent is advocated by Pul
man 	

 who proposes to use higher order unication HOU for the interpret
ation and prediction of focus including contrastive accent See also Gardent and
Kohlhase 	

 and Gardent et al 	

 Pulman makes use of equivalences like
the following which can be used for both interpretation and prediction of focus
and which operate at the level of quasilogical forms or QLFs Alshawi and Crouch
	


	 assertFS  S
if
BF  S
 contextC
 PA  C
 parallelB  F P  A

Although this particular example could be explained through parallelism in van Deemters
theory there are other similar examples which do not show parallelism eg While the clock was
all he was paying attention to she was watching the game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This says that the QLF S with focus on F is equivalent to S if there is some
sentence in the context with a QLF C where C contains an item A that is parallel
to F while the background P of C ie C after abstracting over A is parallel
to background B of S Pulman does not dene exactly when two items are paral
lel Using HOU equivalence 	 can be resolved in order to predict the landing
place of focus markers in a generated sentence with S being the QLF of this sen
tence Pulman illustrates this with the following example which I have simplied
somewhat
In the context of a system which generates information about the operation of
some machinery a user might ask Do I put the card into the slot which would
be analysed as 	 Assuming that the correct operation at this point actually is
that you put a disc into the slot the semantics of the response by the system will
be as given in 	
	  xyputuserxy  cardx  sloty
	  xyputuserxy  discx  sloty
Now the equivalence in 	 will be resolved as follows S is the QLF of the
sentence to be generated represented in 	 C will be equated to 	 where P
 B   P xyputuserxy  Px  sloty A  card and F  disc This
means that the surface expression generated for disc should be marked for focus
in this case contrastive accent
Like van Deemter 	

 Pulman makes crucial use of parallelism a notion
which is as dicult to dene as Prevosts alternative set Pulman does not give a
full denition of which items count as being parallel but states that !to be parallel
two items need to be at least of the same type and have the same sortal properties"
Pulman 	

 p 
 This condition is rather similar to Prevosts conditions
on alternative sets Consequently Pulmans theory faces the same problem as
Prevosts namely that of dening when two items are of the same type Like
Prevost Pulman can only explain the contrast in example  if clock and game
count as being parallel something which is not obvious
Pulman has a theoretical advantage over Prevost in that he stresses that two
sentences should not only contain some parallel items to warrant contrastive stress
as in Prevost 	

 but that the background parts of the sentences should be
parallel as well In principle this more restrictive condition on contrastive accent
makes it possible for Pulman to account for examples like  which Prevost cannot
explain presumably Pulman would not regard the backgrounds of b and c
as parallel

However as long as Pulman does not give a proper denition of
parallelism it is impossible to say what his theory will or wont predict
As Gardent et al 	

 point out a HOU approach can take world knowledge
into account when solving equations as in the example given above They do not
give an explicit description of how world knowledge can be used in solving equi
valences but presumably it could be done by making use of meaning postulates
like those in  and 		 to solve those cases where the semantic representations

Prevost personal communication claims that he also looks for semantic parallelism between
sentences but this is not apparent from Prevost 	
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of two sentences do not unify For example the contrast between the two clauses
of 	 can be predicted if C in 	 is not equated to the direct semantic repres
entation of the rst clause but to its equivalent according to 		 In this way
assuming a proper denition of parallelism is available Pulman should be able
to make the correct predictions for both  and 	 A similar solution might
be possible for van Deemter 	

 by taking entailments and equivalences into
account for the determination of parallelism examples like 	 but also  could
be accounted for in terms of parallelism This way checking for contrariety might
become unnecessary
To conclude we have seen that a notion of semantic parallelism in combination
with world knowledge seems to make the best predictions of contrast However
a good denition of parallelism is lacking and the encoding of world knowledge
is a notorious problem Even in a small domain like football reports the explicit
enumeration of all possible semantic entailments and equivalences seems hardly
feasible Fortunately datatospeech systems like GoalGetter the input of which
is formed by typed and structured data oer a simple way of automatically estab
lishing semantic parallelism with no need to explicitly encode world knowledge
In the next section I will discuss how this can be done
 Contrastive accent in a datatospeech system
The method I propose and which has been successfully implemented in GoalGetter
is based on the simple principle that two sentences which express the same type
of data structure and therefore express similar information should be regarded
as contrastive Contrastive accent should be assigned to those parts of the second
sentence that express values which dier from those in the data structure expressed
by the rst sentence
The idea behind this is the following As we saw in the preceding section for
establishing contrast it is not sucient to directly compare the semantic represent
ations of two sentences we need to use world knowledge to establish whether the
sentences are semantically parallel ie whether they describe similar situations or
events In our system this real world information is readily available in the form
of the data structures that are expressed by the sentences We may consider two
sentences semantically parallel if they express information contained in data struc
tures of the same type without caring about the specic linguistic forms chosen to
convey this information In this way we can avoid the problems encountered by
most of the theories discussed in section  as I will show in the rest of this section
I will use example  from section 	 as an illustration As was explained in
that section GoalGetters football reports are generated on the basis of a typed
data structure which is derived from the information on a Teletext page The eld
goallist of this data structure contains a sequence of records of type goal event
each record specifying the team for which a goal was scored the player who scored
the time and the kind of goal normal own goal or a goal resulting from a penalty
The last two sentences of example  both express such a goal event data structure
given in Figure  so they are regarded as contrastive even though they show no
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direct syntactic or semantic parallelism
goal event b
 



team Ajax
player Kluivert
minute 
goaltype penalty






goal event c
 



team Feyenoord
player Larsson
minute 	
goaltype normal






Figure  Data structures expressed by b and c
As can be seen in Figure  all the elds of the goal event record expressed by
c have dierent values from that of b This means that all phrases in c
expressing the values of those elds should receive contrastive accent including
Feyenoord despite its givenness Note that the value of the goaltype eld is not
expressed in the surface structure of c however if it were it would receive
a contrastive accent eg Ten minutes later Larsson scored a normal goal for
Feyenoord
Another example where lack of contrastive accent in GoalGetter used to lead
to an incorrect accentuation pattern is the following sequence Using only the
givennew distinction without contrastive accent would lead to the following ac
centuation pattern
	 a In the sixteenth minute the Ajax player Kluivert kicked the ball into the
wrong goal
b Twenty minutes later Overmars scored for Ajax
The deaccentuation of Ajax in 	b gives the impression that both Kluivert
and Overmars scored for Ajax while in fact Kluivert scored for the other team
through an own goal Therefore the second occurrence of Ajax should receive a
contrastive accent despite its being given In the theory of Prevost this cannot
be explained 	a does not contain a member of the alternative set of Ajax so
no contrast is predicted Van Deemters theory does not predict contrastive accent
either because 	a and b do not show any parallelism and contrariety only
occurs after substitution of two pairs of items the players and the times Using
Pulmans approach contrast can only be predicted if the system contains the world
knowledge that scoring an own goal means scoring for the opposing team
The method proposed here does not require additional world knowledge to de
termine the presence of contrast in 	b the contrast can be immediately derived
from the data structures expressed by sentences 	a and b which are given in
Figure  A simple comparison of the team elds of 	a and b shows that they
have contrasting values and that the phrase expressing the team eld in 	b
should receive contrast accent even though the corresponding value of the previ
ous sentence was not overtly expressed
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goal event 	a
 



team Feyenoord
player Kluivert
minute 	
goaltype own






goal event 	b
 



team Ajax
player Overmars
minute 
goaltype normal






Figure  Data structures expressed by 	a and 	b
As we see one of the advantages of the approach sketched above is that it
requires no explicit listing of semantic equivalences or entailments Only the in
formation data which is expressed by a sentence is taken into account for the
detection of contrast which surface form is chosen to express certain information
is not important The discussion of examples  and 	 has shown that data can
be expressed in an indirect way without inuencing the prediction of contrast for
the following sentence
The approach sketched above will also give the desired result for example 
sentence c will not be regarded as contrastive with b since c expresses a
goal event but b does not Therefore no contrastive accent will be assigned to
Feyenoord in c
The approach can be extended to deal with deaccenting as well Those parts of
a sentence that express values which are identical to values in the data structure
from which the previous sentence was generated should be deaccented This way
we can account for cases of deaccenting that cannot be handled by GoalGetters
current defocusing strategy described in section 	 This can be illustrated by
example 	 a variant of 	 The corresponding data structures are given in
Figure  These structures are of type card event and describe at which time which
player received a card of which colour
	 a In the fth minute Koeman was sent o the eld
b Kluivert received a red card in the twelfth minute
card event 	a
 

player Koeman
minute 
cardtype red


card event 	b
 

player Kluivert
minute 	
cardtype red


Figure  Data structures expessed by 	a and 	b
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Sentence 	a expresses its underlying data in an implicit manner leaving
the colour of the card unspecied but inferrable Sentence 	b does explicitly
mention the colour Because the kind of card in this sentence is the same as in
	a the phrase expressing it red card is deaccented This is not predicted by
the defocusing strategy described in section 	 since in 	a the type of card is
not explicitly mentioned and is therefore not detected by the defocusing algorithm
However by looking at the data structures of 	a and b we can see that the values
of the card feature are identical The phrase red card in 	b should therefore be
deaccented The result is the correct accentuation pattern as shown in 	 which
will conrm the inference of the hearer that Koeman was shown a red card too
Obviously the proposed method places a great responsibility on the data struc
tures that are used The problem of dening parallelism is shifted to the design
of the data structures they must be set up in such a way that parallel items get
assigned identical data types It is still an open question whether it would be pos
sible to specify general conditions on data structures which they should meet in
order to be usable for establishing contrast So far it seems that any data structure
which is a plausible representation of the relevant domain and which is rich enough
to reect the relations between objects in this domain should be usable This is
conrmed by the fact that the data structure of GoalGetter was not designed for
the prediction of contrast but still proved to be suitable for this purpose
 Future work
The next step will be to see if the method described in the previous section can
also be applied in another system namely the OVIS system which is currently
being developed in the Priority Programme Language and Speech Technology of
NWO the Netherlands Organization for Scientic Research The OVIS dialogue
system will provide information about public transport in the Netherlands There
already exists a typed data structure for this system which has been designed
independently from language generation If this structure turns out to be usable
for deriving contrast relations this will prove that the applicability of the proposed
method is not limited to GoalGetter
Additionally the principle on which the proposed method is based has to be
further rened For example an open question which still remains is at which level
data structures should be compared Figures  and  presented data structures
of type goal event and card event respectively Since these data structures are of
dierent types currently they are not predicted to be contrastive However both
are subtypes of a more general event type which has only the elds team player
and minute For this reason goal event and card event might have to be considered
as contrastive after all Examples like 	 seem to point in this direction
	 a In the eleventh minute Ajax took the lead through a goal by Kluivert
b Shortly after the break the referee handed Koeman a yellow card
c Ten minutes later Kluivert scored for the second time
The fact that Kluivert can be accented in 	c can only be explained if 	c is
Theune 	

potentially contrastive to 	b otherwise the second mention of Kluivert would
be deaccented due to givenness like Feyenoord in c
How such cases should be dealt with will be the subject of further research
In general the possibility of contrast between types and their subtypes not only
of events but also of objects should be further investigated Presumably both
domain and discourse context play an important role here
 Conclusions
In this paper I have shown how the strategy of deaccenting given information can
lead to incorrect accentuation patterns if contrast is not taken into account Con
trastive information should receive an accent even if it is given Approaches to the
prediction of contrast which have been proposed in the literature are not attract
ive as a basis for implementation The approach proposed by Prevost 	

 does
not take parallelism between sentences into account and therefore does not always
make the correct predictions The contrast theory of van Deemter 	

 is too
restrictive and cannnot account for all cases Pulman 	

 does not give a proper
denition of parallelism and like the theory of van Deemter 	

 it requires a
large amount of world knowledge in order to make the right predictions Since it
would be impossible to encode all relevant world knowledge another solution must
be found
As an alternative I have proposed a practical method to the assignment of con
trastive accent in datatospeech systems In contrast to the approaches advocated
by Prevost van Deemter and Pulman this method does not require a universal
denition of alternative or parallel items Also the fact that determination of
contrast is based on the information content of sentences obviates the need for ex
plicitly encoding world knowledge we can make use of the world knowledge which
is already incorporated in the design of the data structures that are to be expressed
The use of these data structures for the prediction of contrastive accent is based
on a general principle which should be applicable in any system that generates
sentences from a typed data structure
The proposed approach has been implemented in the GoalGetter system and
will be implemented in the OVIS system in the near future
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